art deco collection
Including Subway Tiles and Hexagonal Tiles
Subway tiles (bevelled-edge tiles & plain brick-shaped or square tiles) are the most-recognised wall
tiles from the Art Deco period. They have a proven timeless style and are most often noted for gracing
the walls of many historic homes built in the early 20th century. Originally made famous in 1904 for
their prominent use in New York City Subway stations, Subway tiles are making a name for themselves
once again today.
Subway tiles have the advantage of being able to work with almost any interior-design style. They not
only work to create a historic look when paired with hexagonal or penny-round mosaic floor tiles, but
also a contemporary look on kitchen splashbacks when coordinated with stainless steel and modern
appliances.

Design ideas abound when using bevelled-edge
Subway tiles in kitchens and bathrooms.
We often work with interior designers who love to
use Subway tiles when designing modern kitchens.
One designer recently finished a home using
stainless steel appliances, a stainless steel stove,
warm-toned granite benchtops, track lighting and
cream Subway bevel tiles in 200x100mm -- all
color-coordinated with the other elements in the
room. The photo at left shows the result.

The most authentic Subway tile size is the
rectangular 150x75mm (6”x3”) format. In
addition to this original size, we also stock
Subway tiles sizes including: 200x100mm
(8”x4”) and 150x150mm (6”x6”) with either
plain or beveled edges. Along with these
new sizes comes the ability to use Subway
Tiles on your kitchen or bathroom walls in
new and innovative ways. While you can
always lay these tiles in an offset ‘brickbond’
pattern, you may choose ‘stackbond’,
‘English bond’, ‘basket weave’, ‘soldier
pattern’ or ‘diagonal’ (45 degree) laying
patterns to enhance your tile layout. At The
Tile Mob, we stock Subway tiles in White
gloss, Cream gloss, Black gloss & Red
gloss. Other wall tiles in our Art Deco range
include the New York series, available in
Black & White gloss with a plain finish, Slide
pattern (see below) and Diamond pattern.

The Tile Mob is the home of Art Deco floor tiles
Brisbane and we have many varieties to coordinate with our Subway wall tiles. Our most
popular designs are hexagonal (two sizes:
25x25mm vitrified and 80x80mm glazed
ceramic in Black and White) and the Art Deco
‘Penny Round’ -- available in White Gloss, Matt
Black and Silver.

The design possibilities using Subway tiles are limitless. No matter what style or theme is present in
your home, contact our design team at The Tile Mob to answer the questions you have on using
Subway tiles. We are always happy to offer our professional tips, advice & service to make your
project run as smoothly as possible. Book some time with us in our Mitchelton showroom at:
www.tilemob.com.au/visitus
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